Immersive Learning
Experiences

Immersive Learning Experiences
Since its inception in 2014, Hidden Giants has developed a reputation for creating
bold immersive learning projects in partnerships with schools across Scotland. At the
heart of these projects is an invitation to the school community to participate in rich,
collaborative and meaningful learning experiences. We invite people to experiment
within the unknown - to invent the new.
You can house one of these immersive learning projects in your school. Hidden Giants
will provide CPD sessions for staff, initial resources and an imaginative lure to begin
the process with your pupils.
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Context
John Dewey the influential progressive educationalist declared, “We learn how to
think when presented with a problem.” Carrying the progressive torch into the
present day, Sugata Mitra concurs: “If children know there is someone standing
over them who knows all the answers, they are less inclined to find the answers
for themselves.” Immersive learning is an approach that introduces problems,
through real and virtual scenarios, to make us think differently about the world
around us. Our projects are always safe and adhere to health and safety guidelines.
Nevertheless, they are emotionally-charged, ‘lived experiences’ with risk and the
genuine potential for failure. The authenticity of participation in activities where
success is not assured or pre-determined, positions pupils as experts with agency,
and charges them with responsibilities to find, implement and evaluate their own
solutions.

“We’ve had a fantastic week in our class. Kids all ages have loved it. I can absolutely
guarantee all our work is completely the kids, from their ideas. Tomorrow you will see
some brilliant stuff. I’d love to work like this all the time with these great people. I won’t
sleep for excitement tonight! It’s like Christmas again.” Teacher

Much of our work involves helping schools to position the curriculum as a ‘lived
experience’. This means interpreting the curriculum (for excellence) to sit more
authentically with the socio-cultural economic realities of the people delivering it
(teachers), where they deliver it (locality), and who they deliver it to (pupils and
wider community). When this happens, the learning experience becomes alive – no
longer fixed and fully pre-determined, creating an authentic sense of purpose and
meaning for all engaged.
Our projects can be defined as constructively disruptive. We believe it is necessary
to interrupt the flow of learning to allow us to apprehend what needs re-imagined.
If we constantly repeat what has gone before, we don’t create the space for pupils
and teachers to make their own discoveries.
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How we will work with you:
Before any immersive learning experience we believe it is important to engage with the
teachers who will participate in the project. Hidden Giants will deliver 2 preparatory
twilight sessions with your staff team to help them to facilitate pupils’ learning within
our model of the curriculum as a lived experience.
Session 1: The curriculum as a lived experience
This session will look at curriculum design and the role of the facilitator when
structuring learning. The staff will be introduced to topics such as: creative learning,
working in the unknown, the role of rich questions, and improvisation skills. The
session will finish with each teacher receiving a box with an unknown object inside.
Between session 1 and session 2 they will be given the task of carrying the box with
them for 3 days, on the 3rd day they open the box with their class, whatever comes
out the box is their context for learning for an 1hr, ½ day, full day or for however long
they feel comfortable
Session 2: Unpacking the box
Hidden Giants will deliver a session exploring what happened in classroom when the
boxes were opened. The staff will be encouraged to share their thoughts and feelings
towards the experiment and what needs to be put in place for the immersive learning
project. The second half of the session will involve the staff choosing a previously
delivered project or designing their own project with Hidden Giants.
We have a variety of past projects to choose from which are highlighted below. There
is also the option of designing a bespoke project for your school which pays attention
to the unique socio-economic-political-geo circumstances of your locale. Hidden
Giants will be with you throughout the process to ensure a smooth delivery whilst
constantly challenging thinking.

Costings
You will receive: 2 twilight sessions, boxes for the teachers, a lure to start the project
for pupils and support from Hidden Giants throughout the process. Each experience
will cost £1750 +VAT.
For more information contact Hidden Giant’s Creative Director,
Paul Gorman at paul@hiddengiants.org or 07792030167
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Past experiences to choose from and inspire ...

Planet DIY
NASA has discovered a new planet
on the outer edges of a neighbouring
solar system. Initial probes have
suggested the surface is rich in
minerals, water and natural gases.
With this detection comes the
potential of colonization. NASA has
suggested the first inhabitants will
be able to reach the planet by the
year 2040. The Intergalactic Affairs
department of NASA has decided
the children of today must decide
what the planet will look like. School
pupils from each country on Earth will
decide the best way to populate this new world.
Your school has a blank canvas but what does it mean to start from nothing?

Core Curriculum for Excellence: Global Citizenship, Science, HWB, Literacy, and
Expressive Arts
Age: All primary
Feedback from teachers
““ I learned how amazing the children were and how much they had been
inspired by the topic and how much they learned.”
““ My planning was less prescriptive which meant the pupils were more
engaged because it was them leading their own learning.”
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Nightmare
A man walks into morning assembly; he looks confused and has obviously been
sleeping rough. He stumbles to the front of the room. He begins to speak, his voice
is slurred and words aren’t making sense. He speaks of an experiment in the local
hospital, something he signed up for but didn’t appreciate the consequences. He
jumped out a window and has been trying to escape the research team for the past
two days. They want him back.
For the past 4 months he has been
kept in a room in the hospital. The
doctors are trying to make him sleep
for longer periods of time – the last
experiment was for over 35 days. He
suggests they are trying to create a
drug to make the elite of the world
sleep to avoid the problems the world
will face over the next 20 years. He
pulls out a pen drive he stole and
shows them slides of statistics and
graphs that demonstrate the financial
and human disasters that will take
place.
The man is suddenly startled - a van pulls up outside. A group of scientist jump out
and head to the front door. The man pleads for help and encourages the pupils to
work with the scientists but only to prove his story and get information to the media.
He scrambles under the stage, all is quiet.
The door at the back of the hall bursts open. Pairs of teachers and scientists are
demanding the pupils don’t speak and start dividing them into small groups.
The nightmare has begun ...

Core Subjects: RME, Science, Expressive Arts, Literacy, and ITC
Age: S1 & S2
Feedback from Teachers
““ Kids turned to technology – they understood where to get the information
from. The example in the science class was an example of this. They very
quickly found what the drug was using their smart phones.”
““ Teachers were not the leaders of what was happening in the class. We asked
them what we they wanted to do. I wasn’t teaching in my subject area but I
didn’t care. They were developing transferable skills.”
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Drowned World
Imagine a world without a regular power source: no hot water for your shower, no
light to do your homework, and no electricity to play your new Xbox game. This
fictional nightmare will one day be reality if we don’t take action today.
The area surrounding your school has
been identified as an ideal location
for the newest form of renewable
energy – Hydromatic power. It’s clean,
highly effective and top secret. Your
area has a unique geography which
provides the perfect location for the
world’s first Hydromatic Power station
to be built in 2030.
The only small issue is the school
and surrounding area will be covered
by 30ft of water – it will lie at the
bottom of a massive reservoir. Do we
surrender the local area to ensure
Scotland has a regular source of
power or is there something worth
saving in our community?

Core Subjects: Science, Social Sciences, Literacy, and Global Citizenship
Age: P6, P7 and S1/2
Feedback
““ The level of engagement with the project was astounding. The pupils have
obviously learned an incredible amount about renewable energy, but the
value of the experience as a whole is impossible to calculate.”
Chairperson of the Fossoway Primary Parent Council after recent project.
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Habitat/Sanctuary
•
•
•
•
•

What would happen if our school was transformed into a zoo?
Is it possible to imagine a zoo that contains animals yet to be discovered?
Could we create suitable habitats for animals that only live in our minds?
Are we able to find new ways to learn, think and work together?
Could we transform our learning space into one that nurtures our community’s
curiosity?
• What if we only had 2 days before our zoo opened to the public?
Over the course of 3 days the pupils
and teachers will transform the whole
school into a zoo ready to house a
variety of imaginary animals. The
pupils will wrestle with the ethical
dilemmas whilst using their design
skills to imagine and build new
habitats. They will be required to
understand some of the pressing
global conservation issues to ensure
they build sanctuaries not prisons.

Core subjects: Science, Technologies,
Numeracy, Literacy and Expressive
Arts
Age: all Primary
Feedback
““ I think it’s like, even though we’re grown up I think we’ve still got that, that
little bit of, like, child still left in us, um, we can be goofy but that’s just
because we’re enjoying ourselves and... even though it may look like we’re
messing around we’re actually being creative and imaginative, throwing our
ideas out there and just being imaginative really and just, that’s how we roll”
P7 Pupil

““ Hearing the buzz round the school for the last 2 days has been great, really
good, lots of quotes from children, “this is the best day ever”, “can we stay in
at playtime”, I don’t think I’ve ever heard that one before. Um, but also from
the staff, maybe slightly nervous about the freedom they’ve been having but
about the pride that they’ve taken in the children and what they’re actually
producing has been quite interesting.” Head Teacher
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